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Background and motivation

Today’s Web sites embed a large number of third-party services, such as advertisement and analytics services, content distribution networks, and services hosting Web templates and JavaScript libraries. This results in a large number of HTTP(S) requests to different services when browsing on the Web, and consequently in complex traffic patterns [1]. These complex traffic patterns make it difficult to automatically reconstruct user activities from Web traffic traces during a forensic investigation. One typically wants to distinguish between three kinds of HTTP(S) requests when reconstruction the Web activities of a client:

- Requests directly triggered by users during Web browsing, e.g., a request triggered by clicking on a link in the Web browser. These requests show which Web pages a user has visited.
- Requests that are not directly triggered by user clicks, but occur indirectly because of the user’s Web browsing. Typically, these are the requests to first- and third-party services that load the objects embedded in a Web page.
- Requests that are not related to Web browsing. For example, these can be requests triggered by benign software to check for updates, but the requests can also result from malware activity.

There exist multiple approaches for classifying Web requests based on network traces. ReSurf [2] is an algorithm that prioritizes scalability over accuracy. It solely analyzes the Referer graph, timing information and object sizes, resulting in a fast processing of Web traces. We implemented ReSurf in our tool called Hviz [3] and tuned ReSurf’s parameters, which resulted in an improved accuracy for the detection of user clicks for our dataset (recall: 81%, precision: 90%). The WebWitness system [4] presents additional heuristics to reconstruct dependencies and bridge gaps in the requests graph. ClickMiner [5] rather prioritizes accuracy over speed. It reconstructs user actions by replaying the recorded Web traffic in an automated browser. As a result, this approach is less scalable, but it achieves a false positive rate of only around 1% and can correctly reconstruct up to 90% of Web browsing activities.
Aim and tasks

The aim of this thesis is to analyze, combine, and complement the above presented heuristics in order to derive a highly scalable and accurate method for the classification of Web requests. The thesis consists of the following tasks:

• Background research on approaches for the classification of Web requests.
• Analyze the machine learning features used by existing approaches. Implement a selection of the existing features/methods.
• Derive additional features.
• Apply one or several machine learning approaches on the implemented features.
• Evaluate different combinations of existing/new features using Web browsing traces.
• Write a report and present the work.

More information

For more information on this thesis, please contact David Gugelmann (gugelmann@tik.ee.ethz.ch).
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